Custom Query Filter Reference Guide
The Query API in ClearView is a structured interface for writing and maintaining these queries in a uniform fashion. This allows ClearView to
organize the querying instructions in a manner that allows simple customization of queries. It allows a power user to specific a filter condition or
conditions in XML and can use that definition to power a database query.
A SQL query takes the general format

select {columns}
from {table}
join {other tables}
where {filter conditions}

For example:

--Select all open actions for prospects with the last name "Smith"
select contact.transum, contact.c_date, contact.actioncode
from contact
join prospect on prospect.idnumber= contact.idnumber
where prospect.last="Smith";

The Query API in ClearView takes the structures of a basic SQL Query and encapsulates it into an XML document which specifies how to
construct a query for a given table. Lets take a look at a simple reference document ("Query Definition")

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<query xmlns="http://clearview.softrek.com/query/2">
<baseTable name="contact" />
<fields>
<primaryKeyField table="contact" field="transnum" />
<field table="prospect" field="idnumber" />
<field table="prospect" field="first" />
<field table="prospect" field="middle" />
<field table="prospect" field="last" />
<field table="prospect" field="idnumber" label-key="FULL_PROSPECT_NAME"
field-function="prosp_view.fullname_iosort_fga(?)" />
<field table="contact" field="statuscode" />
<field table="contact" field="c_date" format-hint="date_time" />
<field table="contact" field="c_date" label-key="contact.c_date_time"
format-hint="time" />
<field table="contact" field="c_date" label-key="contact.c_date_date"
format-hint="date" />
<field table="contact" field="actiondate" format-hint="date" />
<field table="contact" field="proposalnumber" />
<field table="contact" field="contacteeid"
field-function="prosp_view.fullname_iosort(?)" />
<field table="contact" field="remark" />
</fields>
<joins>
<join table="prospect" type="inner">
<leftField table="contact" field="idnumber" />
<rightField table="prospect" field="idnumber" />
</join>
<join table="actions" type="left_outer">
<leftField table="contact" field="actioncode" />
<rightField table="actions" field="code" />
</join>
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</joins>
<filters>
<filter id="todays_actions" name="Today">
<and>
<clause table="contact" field="c_date" comparison="greaterthanequalto"
value="sysdate"
value-function="trunc(?)" />
<clause table="contact" field="c_date" comparison="lessthanequalto"
value="sysdate"
value-function="trunc(?+1)" />
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="is" value="null" />
</and>
</filter>
<filter id="closed_today" name="Closed Today">
<and>
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="greaterthanequalto"
value="sysdate" value-function="trunc(?)" />
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="lessthanequalto"
value="sysdate"
value-function="trunc(?+1)" />
</and>
</filter>
<prompt id="solicitor" name="Solicitor" type="solicitor">
<solicitor />
</prompt>
<prompt id="appeal" name="Appeal" type="lov">
<field table="contact" field="appealcode" />
</prompt>
<prompt id="date_completed" name="Date Completed" type="date_range">
<field table="contact" field="actiondate" />
</prompt>
</filters>
<contexts>
<context type="organization">
<filters>
<filter id="all_my_future_open" name="All My Future Open">
<and>
<solicitor />
<clause table="contact" field="c_date" comparison="greaterthanequalto"
value="sysdate"
value-function="trunc(?)" />
<functionClause function="fbi_contact.actiondate(contact.actiondate)"
comparison="equals" value="'NULL'" />
</and>
<exclude>date_completed</exclude>
<exclude>solicitor</exclude>
</filter>
</filters>
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</context>
</contexts>
</query>

As you can see, there are 5 important parts to the Query Definition.
Base Table
This tag defines the main table being queried against. It drives what appears in the "from" clause in a SQL query
<fields> list
Inside the <fields> tag is an enumeration of the available values that can be brought back for each matching row in the query. It
is analogous to the column list in the "select" clause in a SQL Query.
<joins> list
Specifies how the base table relates to zero or more other tables in the PledgeMaker database.
<filters> list
Lists any number of views that restrict results from a query. Only one filter is active at any given time. When a filter is selected,
it fills out the "where" clause of a standard SQL query.
<prompt> tags also appear within the <filters> list. A prompt is an additional piece of criteria to optional filter on. Prompts are
not user definable. Prompts manifest themselves in ClearView as the inputs underneath the "filter more" button on Full Page
Data Tables
<contexts> list
Allows a user to specify that certain filters are only available when viewed from a certain location in the application. For example,
with a "contact" query definition in the "prospect" context we would might want to list "All Open" actions since the size of the
results would always be restricted by to a single prospect. Likewise, in the "organization" context, we only allow "All my Open"
actions, so that we restrict results to only those assigned to the current user.

While writing custom queries, you are writing new instances of the <filter> tag. This provides a power user the ability to define ways of viewing
data that are specific to their organization. A Filter tag can contain any of the following XML tags, each of which provide additional functionality for
limited results for a query.
<and>
A logical construct to group multiple conditions and return results where all of the nested conditions are true

select *
from contact
where contact.transnum=1 AND contact.idnumber=19 AND contact.actiondate is
null;

becomes

<and>
<clause table="contact" field="transnum" comparison="equals" value="1"/>
<clause table="contact" field="idnumber" comparison="equals" value="19"/>
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="isnull" />
</and>

<or>
A logical construct to group multiple condiitions to return results where at least one of the nested conditions is true

select *
from contact
where contact.transnum=1 OR contact.idnumber=19 OR contact.actiondate is
null;

becomes
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<or>
<clause table="contact" field="transnum" comparison="equals" value="1"/>
<clause table="contact" field="idnumber" comparison="equals" value="19"/>
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="isnull" />
</or>

<clause />
The most basic building block of a filter
<functionClause />
A construct to apply a function to the left hand side of the expression
<solicitor />
A specific construct to include the condition that the returned record "belongs" to a user. This special tag allows clearview to
either choose the solicitorcode field on the associated prospect record, or on the transactional record itself (such as
contact.solicitorcode). Which field that is filtered on depends on the organization's "Filter Preferences for Solicitor Field" setting.
<unit>
Similarly to <solicitor>, allows ClearView to filter records by the unit hierarchy. This means that records that belong to a specified
unit or parent unit. This tag is generally not used in the context of a filter, but is instead used as a <prompt>
<exclude>
A tag which allows a filter developer to specify that when the given filter is in use, one or more prompt inputs are not relevant.
For example, When the "All My Future Open" filter is activated, it doesn't make sense to allow the user to additional filter by Date
Completed or Solicitor since the filter itself implies specific values for those fields.

The <clause /> Tag
The clause tag has the following attributes

Required
table
For example, "contact"
field
For example "actiondate"
comparison
Valid values are
equals
lessthan
greaterthan
lessthanequalto
greaterthanequalto
is
isnot
isnull
isnotnull

Optional
value
A hardcoded value for the right hand side of an expression. The value must include any SQL formatting for the value, such as
single quotes (') surrounding strings. When writing filters, this attribute will almost always be specified.

<clause table="prospect" field="last" comparison="equals" value="'Smith'"/>

value-function
An additional function to apply to the supplied value attribute.
This is useful when dealing with dates, since date fields implicitly store a time component as well. For example, say I wanted to
see actions where the completed date is after the beginning of the current day. That would look like
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<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="greaterthanequalto"
value="sysdate" value-function="trunc(?)/>

The "trunc" function in oracle takes a Date and zeroes out the time component. So the Date "03/04/2013 08:25 am" would be
converted to "03/04/2013 12:00 am"
The question mark is substituted at runtime with what was provided in the value attribute.

The <functionClause /> tag
The functionClause tag is used when a function needs to be applied to the left hand side of a criteria expression. We generally try to avoid this
since it introduces a lot of performance issues, but sometimes it is unavoidable. Say I want to only return prospects with the last name "Smith",
but I'd like the search to be case insensitive, i.e. I'd like both results like "SMITH", "smith", and "Smith" to return. In SQL, this would look like

select *
from prospect
where lower(prospect.last) = 'smith';

The associated XML in the Query API would be

<functionClause function="lower(prospect.last)" comparison="equals" value="'smith'" />

Attributes on the functionClause tag are

Required
function
comparison
Valid values are
equals
lessthan
greaterthan
lessthanequalto
greaterthanequalto
is
isnot
isnull
isnotnull

Optional
value
value-function

<solicitor /> Tag
The solicitor tag is a special tag which hooks into the ClearView Setting "Filter Preferences for Solicitor Field". If the value is set to "PROSPECT",
the generated criteria matches on PROSPECT.SOLICITORCODE. If the value is set to "TRANSACTIONAL", it matches on the solicitor of the
base table.
The solicitor tag has one optional attribute, value. If value is not supplied, it defaults to the current user's SYS_SOLICITOR. If a value is
provided, that solicitor code is used.

<unit /> Tag
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The unit tag functions in a similar manner to the <solicitor> tag. It looks at the ClearView Setting "Filter Preferences for Unit Field", and
appropriate filters on either the Prospect's Unit or the Transactional Record's Unit. This filtering respects the unit hierarchy and will include all
units underneath the chosen unit.
The unit tag has one attribute, value. This attribute is required and specified the uppermost unit in the hierarchy for which results should be
returned.

Writing Custom Filters in ClearView
When configuring a Custom View in ClearView, you are only providing the contents of the <filter> tag inside the XML Text area. For example,
take a filter defined above:

<filter id="closed_today" name="Closed Today">
<and>
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="greaterthanequalto"
value="sysdate" value-function="trunc(?)" />
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="lessthanequalto"
value="sysdate"
value-function="trunc(?+1)" />
</and>
</filter>

If you were to reproduce this criteria when within ClearView, the contents of the text area would be

<and>
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="greaterthanequalto"
value="sysdate" value-function="trunc(?)" />
<clause table="contact" field="actiondate" comparison="lessthanequalto"
value="sysdate" value-function="trunc(?+1)" />
</and>

The attributes on the <filter> tag are either provided outside the textarea, or autogenerated by ClearView.
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